Modelling human actions on lightweight structures: experimental and numerical developments
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Abstract. This paper presents recent, numerical and experimental, developments in modelling dynamic loading generated by humans. As modern structures with exposure to human-induced loading, such as footbridges, building floors and grandstands, are becoming ever lighter and more slender, they are increasingly susceptible to vibration under human-induced dynamic excitation, such as walking, jumping, running and bobbing, and their vibration serviceability assessment is often a deciding factor in the design process. While simplified modelling of the human using a harmonic force was sufficient for assessment of vibration performance of more robust structures a few decades ago, the higher fidelity models are required in the contemporary design. These models are expected not only to describe both temporal and spectral features of the force signal more accurately, but also to capture the influence, psychological and physiological, of human-structure and human-human interaction mechanisms on the human kinematics, and consequently on the force generated and the resulting vibration response. Significant advances have been made in both the research studies and design guidance. This paper reports the key developments and identifies the scope for further research.

1 Introduction

Most structures are made to accommodate people in a variety of settings, for example as living spaces (residential buildings), working environments (office buildings), entertainment venues (music halls, dance floors and sports stadia), fitness centres (gyms), footpaths over rivers, roads and other “obstacles” (bridges), and so on. The loading scenarios considered relevant for structural design a few decades ago regularly included the self-weight of structural and non-structural elements, environmental loads (caused, for example, by wind, snow, earthquakes, temperature changes, and similar) and other loads specific for the intended purpose of the structure (such as vehicle or train traffic over road and rail bridges, respectively). Loading by humans was often neglected or, if the structure accommodated a large number of people, considered as static weight only. However, humans are active creatures, and as they move they generate a dynamic force that is induced into the supporting structure. For long time this dynamic loading was considered insignificant and it did not feature in the design. In 1978 the British Standards Institution published what is believed to be the first vibration serviceability guidance for footbridges BS5400 [1]. A walker was modelled simply as a harmonic force crossing the bridge at a constant speed and having a frequency that matches one of structural resonances. This approach worked well for traditional structures designed with large factors of safety that were typically heavier and stiffer than they would be if designed using the contemporary design guidance. Although general advances in design, including optimisation of material use, started to result in lighter, less damped and longer-span structures several decades ago, it was only after highly publicised vibration serviceability problems of the Solférino Bridge in Paris [2] and the Millennium Bridge in London [3] under crowd of walkers on the opening days in 1999 and 2000, respectively, that modelling human actions drew attention of researchers worldwide and strongly influenced the landscape of vibration serviceability assessment in years to come.

While the problem of excessive vibration is being highlighted by bold design of contemporary structures aiming to minimise use of construction materials as well as to make strong aesthetic impact (Figure 1), both of which usually lead to light and slender solutions that are easier to bring into motion by human actions, the research into past vibration serviceability failures showed that the problem was also noticeable on some heavier structures (e.g. large road bridges) as early as in the 1950s [4], albeit rarely reported to a wider audience. Some now well-known examples are lateral vibrations of the north side of the Auckland Harbour Road Bridge in New Zealand and so on.
Zealand caused by demonstrations in 1975 [3] as well as a recent sway of the Brooklyn Bridge in New York City which was exposed to an unusual loading scenario of crowd of pedestrians during a power blackout [4]. Another example experienced by the author herself is excessive vibration of the Branko’s Bridge in Belgrade triggered by a crowd of protesters during demonstrations in 1990s. In all these cases, strong vibrations were triggered by crowd of pedestrians on structures that did not necessarily appear to be too slender, but simply had at least one vibration mode at a frequency excitable by human activities.

It is important to mention that straightforward judgement of the potential of a structure to experience vibration problems cannot necessarily be made by using information on their natural frequency and damping only. Namely structures having similar spans, natural frequencies and damping ratios, do not necessarily behave in the same way dynamically. For example, a bridge made of a novel fibre-reinforced polymer (FRP) composite material with main span of 63m, natural frequency of 1.5Hz and damping ratio of 0.4% could exhibit vibrations that are an order of magnitude larger than those measured on a steel-box girder spanning 78m, having natural frequency of 2.0Hz and damping ratio of 0.3%. The difference is mainly due to much lighter nature of the FRP structure [5].

The quoted examples suggest that low-frequency structures having vibration mode(s) in the frequency range that overlaps with the frequency range of most potent harmonics of the human induced forces (approximately up to 10Hz) are potentially (but not necessarily) vulnerable to human-induced loading, and among these, the vulnerability increases as the modal mass decreases.

Similar to sharp progress in earthquake and wind engineering that occurred after major disasters caused by these naturally occurring phenomena, it is not surprising that the highly publicised vibration serviceability problems mentioned above led to intensive research in the new millennium. While primary motivation for improved design in wind and earthquake engineering was to save lives, preventing excessive vibration is mainly about improving serviceability of the structure (either through providing required comfort for human users or through satisfying stringent vibration requirements for functioning of vibrations sensitive equipment, such as electron microscopes and equipment for high-precision fabrication found in the semi-conductor facilities).

Increased structural sensitivity to vibration requires a better understanding of the nature of the human load and (similar to developments in wind and earthquake engineering) accommodating stochastic nature of the human loading represented by the simple fact that there is a large variability in the human population with respect to the type and duration of action performed, and ground reaction force (GRF) generated in the process.

Of many actions performed by humans on structures (e.g. walking, running, jumping, bobbing, swaying, dancing, etc.), walking, jumping and bobbing are perhaps most relevant for structural engineers, and they are exclusively considered in this paper. Walking represents one of the most natural and most frequently performed activities, relevant for design of building floors and footbridges. Jumping (“launching one’s self in the vertical direction, removing the entire body from contact with the ground” [6]) and bobbing (“attempting to ‘jump’ whilst the feet remain in contact with the ground” [6]), on the other hand, are frequently encountered in venues that accommodate sports or music events, such as grandstands and music halls. Jumping action results in the largest force, but bobbing is more frequent. Although all activities result in generating a 3D dynamic force, it is the vertical component of the forces studied, as well as the horizontal lateral component of the walking force, that are considered within this paper.

Examples of a vertical and a lateral component of the force generated within a single walking step and a vertical component of a single jump are shown in Figure 2. While the force waveforms, such as those shown in Figure 2, are qualitatively similar when generated by different individuals performing nominally the same activity, it has been acknowledged over the past 15 years that inherent differences between human beings demand utilising a stochastic approach for quantitative description of human actions. Basic principles of this approach have already been embedded in the most recent design guidance for footbridges and floors [2, 7, 8]. However, there are a number of other important questions that remain to be answered. For example, how humans interact with oscillating structures? Guidance for stadia design published by the Institution of Structural Engineers in the UK seven years ago [9] is the only
guidance available, and it is relevant for bobbing activity only. Furthermore, how people interact with other people, especially in crowds that, occasionally, cross footbridges or, more frequently, jump of bob on grandstands? What vibration level influences the two types of interaction and in which way? Does human’s perception of vibration change in this process?

Bearing in mind the complexity of the questions posed and, in general, of the modelling of humans, a successful vibration serviceability assessment of a structure will require integration of diverse disciplines, such as structural engineering, psychology and biomechanics. Significant advances in modelling human actions have been made over the last decade or so. This paper sets to describe some of these developments in relation to walking, jumping and bobbing activities.

The paper starts with a brief reminder of traditional modelling of human-induced force. It then gradually proceeds to explaining how the challenges in accounting for the variability in the dynamic force, human-structure interaction and human-human interaction are being or could be addressed. At the end, the findings are summarised and recommendations for further research made. Due to space limitations, the paper covers main ideas without attempting to list all references of interest. For more information, an interested reader is directed to a number of excellent review papers published over the last decade that address different aspects of this research theme [4, 6, 10-13].

2 Traditional modelling

Until recently, human actions on the structures have been considered by focussing exclusively on the dynamic force generated in the process. Deterministic force models have been employed; the Fourier series representation being most popular due to its simplicity and ability to represent (almost) periodic nature of most human activities. Therefore, the (vertical component of the) ground reaction force $F(t)$ was modelled as a sum of several forcing harmonics:

$$F(t) = W \left[ 1 + \sum_{i=1}^{N} DLF_i \cos(2\pi f_i t + \phi_i) \right]$$

where $W$ is the weight of the person, $f_i$ is the frequency of the activity, $DLF_i$ is the dynamic loading factor for the $i$-th harmonic (i.e. the harmonic amplitude normalised by person’s weight), $\phi_i$ is the phase angle for the $i$-th harmonic, and $N$ is the total number of harmonics considered. Frequencies for the walking activity range from 1.4Hz to 2.5Hz, while for jumping and bobbing these are 1.5-3.5Hz and 1.5-4.5Hz, respectively. Given that the first harmonic of the force is usually the strongest, the structures with frequency up to about 5Hz are most vulnerable to human actions. However, a few of higher harmonics can also contain sufficient energy to cause excessive vibrations. Figure 3 illustrates relative strength of first four harmonics for walking and jumping actions (vertical direction) and their frequency dependence. While these two features have not necessarily been included in all the relevant design guidelines used in the past, they have been well known by structural engineers for some time and they were normally considered in the structural design. However, the loading case regularly assumed in the vibration serviceability check was that of a person exciting the resonance of the structure by one of the first 4-6 harmonics. While the choice of the worst-case scenario was understandable (and compatible with the philosophy underpinning the ultimate limit state design) 20 years ago, this simplified approach was exposed when more slender structures came into use.

![Figure 3. DLF for (a) walking and (b) jumping [14].](image-url)

Drawbacks of the described modelling gradually came into light after intensified research activities,
directly or indirectly motivated by the Millennium Bridge problem. These can be summarised in form of four challenges:

- **Randomness in the human loading**: Inherent diversity in the human population utilising a structure results in a range of activities performed at different frequencies and with different dynamic force output. These inter-subject variations are accompanied by the intra-subject variations. Namely, the same person performing nominally the same activity on different days and in different environments will produce different dynamic outputs. This output by a single person changes even on a cycle-by-cycle basis, as best illustrated by narrow-band spectrum of the GRF [15]. Therefore, it becomes evident that stochastic modelling of human loading is required.

- **Human-structure interaction (HSI)**: Human kinematics, and therefore the resulting GRF, is influenced by vibration of the supporting surface. A crowd of pedestrians interacting with a swaying deck of the Millennium Bridge demonstrated that using models for humans applicable on stationary surfaces is insufficient for successful prediction of structural vibration. This highlighted a need to consider human and structure as two components of a joint human-structure system. Dynamics of this system and its influence on the structural vibration has been investigated intensively over the last 15 years, and a few candidate approaches will be elaborated in this paper.

- **Human-human interaction (HHI)**: People within a group or crowd are influenced by those around them. As a result, the generated GRF might differ from that seen when the person acts on their own. When responsiveness of humans to environmental stimuli, such as music, visual cues or tactile stimuli, is taken into consideration, then the complexity of modelling HHI quickly becomes apparent. This area of research, in structural engineering context, has been mostly focussed on predicting people’s potential to synchronise with others, but there exists a need to link it with underlying physiological and psychological factors.

- **Human perception and response to vibration**: When people, active and intelligent dynamic systems in their own right, are exposed to vibration, they are bound to, consciously or unconsciously, react to it. While the guidelines for human body exposure to vibration do exist and are continuously improving, the question remains how vibration influences human activities and, in turn, the generated GRF? Can this be captured by a generic model of a human or it requires fundamentally different models for different vibration characteristics (such as frequency and magnitude)?

The four challenges have been investigated to various degree and some of them have already been addressed and/or discussed in new design guidelines. The reminder of the paper will present key research in relation to the first three challenges and if/how these are being incorporated in the contemporary design guidance. The fourth challenge is not specifically addressed in this paper apart from some comments made in relation to other topics.

### 3 Challenge 1: randomness

The existence of inter-subject variability in parameters crucial for force definition is now widely known fact and it is usually modelled using Gaussian distribution (for most modelling parameters). In the context of Equation 1, the parameters of interest are DLFs, pacing frequency, body weight and phase lag (usually modelled using a uniform distribution). Furthermore, for walking action, the force is travelling across a structure during limited period of time, and the speed of travel, as well as arrival times (Poisson distribution) are additional parameters to consider. Pedersen and Frier [16] showed that, among four parameters they studied in relation to the walking activity (pacing frequency, speed of travel, DLF and body weight), probabilistic modelling is crucial for pacing frequency only. Inclusions of probability distributions for other parameters are not necessary as long as the population using the structure is described using representative mean values. Perhaps similar conclusions can be drawn for jumping and bobbing actions.

Implementation of randomness of the force into estimation of the vibration response to single person loading in probabilistic sense is straight forward via means of Monte Carlo simulations [17], provided a sufficient number of simulations is performed. Knowledge about sensitivity of the response to randomness in parameters is therefore important for reducing the number of required simulations. Simulating walking activity on floor structures could be especially computationally demanding since apart from including pedestrian arrival time it also needs to accommodate randomness in the walking paths that can be chosen by individuals (interlinking with the demanding subjects of human-human interaction and human’s ability to avoid obstacles, such as furniture, in, say, office environments). Further research in this direction would be welcome.

An alternative to Monte Carlo simulations is to utilise random vibration theory [18]. This approach could lead to estimate of probability of exceedance of a particular vibration level over given return period [19, 20]. The drawback of this approach is that it could only be applied to stationary ergodic processes. Observations on the Podgorica bridge during non-congested pedestrian traffic show that traffic could vary significantly [17]. For example, during a 45 minute-long test conducted during rush-hour traffic, on average 26 people were on the bridge (Figure 4). However, the coefficient of variation in the number of people was quite large at 52%. Despite this, the probability density function representing the vibration response was close to a Gaussian distribution. On the other hand, tests exhibiting less variation in the traffic resulted in more discrepancy between the actual and theoretical (i.e. Gaussian) probability density functions for the vibration response. To achieve a required level of confidence for utilising the random
vibration theory in the vibration guidelines, there is a need to collect more experimental data over long time intervals so that the hypothesis of the stationarity of the traffic and the corresponding response could be tested.

The probabilistic approach to the vibration assessment has been embedded in some recent design guidelines for floors [8] and footbridges [2, 7]. It has been recognised that the non-exceedance of a pre-defined vibration level should not be absolute, i.e. concentrated on the highest level of possible vibration response which usually has extremely low probability of occurrence. Instead, allowing vibration to exceed a pre-set numerical value with sufficiently low probability of occurrence is adopted. There is no, and perhaps should not be, an absolute consensus about the choice of the sufficiently low probability figure across different structural environments, and different institutions and countries. The floor guide, published by the UK Concrete Society [8], is developed considering the loading that has 25% probability of exceedance, while the footbridge guides are more stringent: the Sétra guideline chose the probability of non-exceedance of 95% [2] while the national Annex to Eurocode 1 in the UK [7] specifies a more relaxed level of 89%. This flexibility is a positive development inherent to the probabilistic approach since it allows adopting a parameter that is most suitable for local or national conditions. Therefore, it can be said that the vibration serviceability design has moved away from the design against the worst-case scenario towards a more sophisticated probabilistic approach that is more suitable for addressing the vibration serviceability state.

The second type of randomness (intra-subject variability) is more subtle than the inter-subject variability commented above. This type of randomness in the loading is relevant for development and calibration of high-fidelity models of humans, and in addition, it could be crucial for accurate prediction of the vibration response [15, 21]. An example of the intra-subject variability is variation in the pacing frequency at a particular walking speed. Figure 5a shows the coefficient of variation (CoV) measured on a population of ten pedestrians. Similarly, the variation in the frequency measured on a population of eight TSs during jumping and bobbing is shown in Figures 5b and 5c, respectively. It is apparent from Figure 5 that the activity frequency is most consistent in case of walking, followed by jumping, and then bobbing. Other parameters, such as step length and width (walking), or peak force and contact duration (jumping) can be presented in a similar way.

Continuous improvements in human-loading modelling will eventually result in high-fidelity models capable of accounting for all these uncertainties. In this process, care should be taken that some parameters are mutually dependent. For example, while peak force and contact ratio exhibit jump-by-jump variations, they are also correlated as shown in Figure 6. There is currently no simple guidance aimed at the structural engineers about incorporating this type of relationship in the probabilistic models; however there are a number of modelling proposals available in literature concerned with both walking [20, 24-28] and jumping/bobbing activities [29, 30].

Figure 4. Traffic fluctuations on the Podgorica bridge [17].

Figure 5. CoV for pacing rate while: (a) walking [22] and (b) jumping and (c) bobbing [23].

Detailed knowledge of parameters characterising human activities is valuable, especially for better understanding of human locomotion and dynamics of the
human body. To which extent detailed modelling is to be included in the design practice will depend on finding the balance between the need for such a detailed modelling and the computing efficiency.

![Figure 6. Peak force as a function of contact ratio for jumping activity [23].](image)

### 4 Challenge 2: HSI

Humans are inherently unstable, since they are of bi-pedal nature and two thirds of their mass is located at two-thirds of their height [31]. Exposure to and interaction with oscillating supporting surface could further compromise human stability and influence the force induced into the structure. This challenge is perhaps most researched among the four, as a direct legacy of the Millennium Bridge problem. A number of different approaches have emerged and they will be presented in this section in order of their entrance into the structural engineering sector.

#### 4.1 The Millennium Bridge legacy

Excessive lateral accelerations of 2.0-2.5m/s², corresponding to lateral displacement amplitude of up to 70mm, occurred on the London Millennium Bridge on its opening day in June 2000. A dense crowd of pedestrians crossing the bridge caused these unexpected vibrations. At the same time, no excessive vertical vibration was recorded [3].

The event was reported in numerous press articles and broadcasts around the world, initiating new lines of research into vibration serviceability. The bridge was closed, and Arup, the engineers, conducted internal research of the problem. Since the excessive sway could not be predicted by pedestrian modelling known at the time, the focus was on unearthing the cause of sudden vibration increase seen on the bridge both on the opening day and during experimental investigations that followed [3]. The conclusion made by Dallard et al. [3] was that pedestrians, on average, act as negative dampers when exposed to the lateral vibrations, and produce a force that is proportional to the velocity of the bridge (Figure 7). The onset of the rapid vibration increase was explained as a point at which people’s negative damping overcame the positive damping of the bridge. This model has shown some promise to predict vibrations on other structures. However, its assumption that all pedestrians make equal contribution to the vibration response is clearly a simplification that neglects the inter-subject variability in the pacing and other parameters. Soon after Arup’s research findings were reported, a refined modelling of a pedestrian became the focus of worldwide research, some of which is reported in the next three sections. An additional question that emerged was whether people in crowds synchronise with the structure, or between themselves, or both, and under which conditions this occurs.

![Figure 7. Lateral force per person vs deck velocity [3].](image)

#### 4.2 Human body as MCK model

Human body is a complex dynamic system that has its own mass, stiffness and damping [32]. Dynamics of passive, e.g. standing or sitting, humans is often successfully modelled as a mass-damper-spring (MCK) SDOF system. After an extensive literature review, Jones et al. [6] found that reported values of a damping ratio range from 33% to 69%, the natural frequency from 3.3Hz to 10.4Hz, while the mass is close to the physical mass of the body. It is only natural to investigate applicability of this simple approach to modelling of more challenging active postures.

Identification of the dynamic properties for an active person is a difficult task as these properties are affected by continuous changes in the body posture and alternations in tensing and relaxing various muscle groups during movements [6]. Similar to modelling passive people, a possible way forward is to identify an average damping, frequency and stiffness that fit some sort of the observed experimental data.

The MCK model, crossing a bridge at a constant speed together with a harmonic force induced into the structure, was first proposed for modelling people walking by Archbold et al. [33]. The harmonic force represents the force that is normally induced when walking on stationary (non-oscillating) surfaces while the role of the MCK oscillator is to modify the force to account for the HSI. The latter is achieved through accounting for the damping and spring forces generated due to relative motion between the mass of the human oscillator and the mass of the structure. Archbold et al. carried out the response simulations on a virtual structure for varying properties of the human oscillator. They showed that the use of the MCK model can significantly alter the response that would otherwise be generated under the harmonic force alone. The difference was most significant when pacing frequency was close to the natural frequency of the structure. The authors acknowledged that the calibration of the model and its verification on as-built structures need to be addressed if the model is to be implemented in the design practice.
Help perhaps could be sought from the research carried out in the field of biomechanics of human gait. Stiffness and damping of lower body parts are often investigated as they provide useful information for diagnostics in medical and sports applications and design of prosthetics and artificial limbs. For example, Geyer et al. [34] reported leg stiffness in the range 5-50kN/m, with higher values typical of faster walking speeds at which the leg muscles seem to be tenser and less deformable. Kim and Park [35] found that the damping ratio for a leg ranges between 2.2% and 7.0% while the stiffness normalised by the weight to height ratio is between 45 and 75. For a person having mass of 75kg and being 1.8m tall, the corresponding stiffness is in the range 18-30kN/m, while the corresponding damping coefficient is between 50 and 210N/(m/s). Note that the findings from these studies represent dynamic properties of a leg featuring bipedal models commonly used in biomechanics, and therefore are not necessarily directly applicable to calibration of the MCK oscillator. However, the presented figures serve as a good indicator of the expected order of magnitude for the parameters of interest.

With the aim to identify MCK properties in the walking posture, the author of this paper performed simulations aimed at matching the measured peak response of the FRP bridge mentioned in Section 1. Data from nine tests performed by six test subjects, crossing the bridge one at a time, were utilised. The identified natural frequency of the walking human was from 1.0Hz to 2.6Hz, while the damping ratio was mainly in the 10-27% range. Using the actual mass of the test participants, this resulted in the body stiffness between 4kN/m and 22kN/m. Interestingly, the identified stiffness is comparable with the values reported for bipedal models, while damping ratio seems to be larger.

An example of the measured time-domain response when walking to excite resonance is shown in Figure 8a, alongside an envelope of the simulated response (solid lines). In addition, an envelope presenting the response obtained when only harmonic force is used is shown as dashed lines. It can be noticed that ignoring the HSI leads to overestimating the measured peak 2.7 times. When the interaction model is utilised in the simulation not only the peak response matched the measured response, which is expected given that the pedestrian properties used in the simulation were calibrated against the measured peak in the first place, but more interestingly the shape of this response envelope is much more similar to that measured. Another example of a measured response acquired for out-of-resonance walking and the corresponding envelope of the simulation response are shown in Figure 8b. Again, the shape of the simulation response time history is reasonably comparable with that measured.

The system of equations that represents the 2DOF model composed of MCK and harmonic force moving over a SDOF (single mode) model of the bridge is:

\[
m_i \ddot{y}_i(t) + c_i \dot{y}_i(t) - k_i \Phi(x(t)) \ddot{\Phi}(x(t)) + c_r \dot{\Phi}(x(t)) \ddot{\Phi}(x(t)) + k_r \Phi(x(t)) \ddot{\Phi}(x(t)) = F(t) \ddot{\Phi}(x(t))
\]  

(3)

\[
m_i \ddot{y}_i(t) + c_i \dot{y}_i(t) - y_i(t) \ddot{\Phi}(x(t)) + k_i \Phi(x(t)) \ddot{\Phi}(x(t)) = 0
\]  

(2)

Solving an eigenvalue problem at each instant of time leads to identification of eigenvalues and eigenvectors, from which the natural frequencies and modal damping ratios of vibration modes can be calculated [36]. Figure 9 shows temporal development of the natural frequencies for a 2DOF system while a pedestrian is crossing a virtual 50m long footbridge having half since mode shape. The footbridge frequency is set to 1.5Hz. Three values of pedestrian frequency were considered: 1.37Hz, 1.5Hz and 1.62Hz. The lines of the same type in Figure 9 show evolution of natural frequencies of both the pedestrian (subscript p) and the bridge (subscript b) DOF. Similarly, y and its derivatives represent displacement (and velocity and acceleration) of the bridge and pedestrian DOF, while \( \Phi \) denotes the mode shape.

![Figure 8. Measured modal responses (fully shown) and MCK simulation response envelopes (solid lines) for walking at a pacing frequency in (a) resonance and (b) out-of-resonance with the bridge. Dashed line in (a) presents the response envelope under moving force only.](01005-p.7)
with time is behind the ability of the model to simulate the response in the “resonance” condition seen in Figure 8a.

The ability to simulate satisfactorily the shape of the measured response envelope suggests that the model might have potential to capture the interplay of the dynamics of the two system components. However, to make a confident conclusion requires further experiments in which all relevant parameters (especially the pacing frequency and the GRF) would be better controlled and more reliably measured than it was the case in the current set of experiments (that were designed to investigate some other effects of the bridge response not related to the current study). There is also a need to experimentally check whether the human body parameters are a function of the vibration level and frequency. It is difficult to expect that MCK values for the human body remain vibration independent. Should this be confirmed then the model would need to be calibrated across a range of different testing conditions.

4.3 Human body as AMCK model

In addition to the MCK system, the human body in the AMCK model is represented by an internal (instead of external) harmonic driving force (i.e. actuator, A) acting against both the pedestrian mass and the structure DOF (Figure 10). The GRF induced into the structure is equal to the sum of the actuator force, and the stiffness and damping forces of the oscillator. This model has not been implemented for pedestrian modelling yet. Instead it has been proposed for (and adopted in) modelling bobbing actions on grandstands [37]. To identify the damping, stiffness and the internal forces, Dougill et al. optimised these parameters so that the output force matched that measured on the rigid surface. As a result, they reported an average damping ratio of 25% and natural frequency of 2.3Hz, while the oscillator mass was assumed equal to the physical mass of the person’s body [9, 37]. For a person having mass of 75kg, the equivalent stiffness is about 16kN/m, the corresponding damping coefficient is 540N/(m/s) while the amplitude of the first harmonic of the actuator force is 20-30% of the body weight. However, the authors noticed that their model having constant and vibration independent damping, stiffness and actuator force cannot genuinely represent the contact force on very lively structures. A likely reason is that the contact force and consequently the parameters of the AMCK model depend on the vibration amplitude and frequency, and therefore separate calibration of the model is required for different vibration properties, similar to the conclusion made for the previous model.

What is important to notice in relation to this model is that it is a rare model for HSI currently implemented in the design guidance [9]. Therefore, it is reasonable to expect that, due to use of the model by the structural engineers, a critical evaluation of the performance of the model will be possible in near future.

4.4 Human body as IPM

When it comes to modelling walkers, the bi-pedal nature of walking locomotion is often a motivation behind employing inverted pendulum models (IPMs). This type of modelling has traditionally been used in the biomechanics research and it includes a variety of models, as shown in Figure 11 [38]. Structural engineers started employing the IPM model initially to explain lateral sway on the Millennium Bridge [44]. Since then, the model has also been utilised for modelling walkers exposed to the vertical vibration.

![Figure 10. AMCK model of a human.](image)

![Figure 11. Bipedal walking locomotion models: (a) inverted pendulum [39], (b) rocker foot [40], (c) spring mass [41], (d) spring mass with rocker foot [42], (e) spring mass with damper [43] and (f) spring mass with rocker foot and damper [35].](image)
4.4.1 Lateral vibration

Use of bipedal models in structural engineering research started with Barker’s idea to utilise the simplest IPM (see Figure 11a) to study interaction of pedestrians with swaying bridges. He resolved the static (body weight) force into a lateral (i.e. frontal plane) component by using the information of the leg inclination angle [44]. He assumed that the body centre of mass (BCoM), represented in the model by the point mass, travels forwards in a straight line, uninfluenced by the bridge sway. The lateral force calculated in this way is a function of the inclination angle that is influenced by the deck position. The achieved lateral force evolution within successive strides led to the conclusion that the pedestrians do the work on the bridge regardless of their pacing frequency. This remarkably simple model managed to simulate the lateral instability noticed on the Millennium Bridge without enforcing pedestrians’ synchronisation with the bridge, which has been a most frequent “theory” mentioned in the context of the bridge’s excessive sway. However, the model required further refinement to account for an actual, rather than a straight line, movement of the BCoM, and to introduce better representation of the foot placement in each step.

Macdonald [45] achieved the two improvements by utilising a model of human balance developed in the research field of biomechanics [46]. As in the case of Barker’s model, he assumed instantaneous transfer of body from one foot to another (basically neglecting the double support phase in the walking cycle), but implemented a more realistic foot placement strategy based on the final displacement and velocity of the BCoM from the preceding step. The lateral acceleration of the BCoM \( \ddot{w} \) in his model (Figure 12) is as follows:

\[
\ddot{w} = -\ddot{x}_b - \Omega_p^2 (u - w)
\]  

(4)

where \( \ddot{x}_b \) represents the lateral acceleration of the structure, \( u - w \) is the relative displacement between the centre of pressure for the supporting leg and the BCoM, \( L \) is the pendulum length and \( \Omega_p = \sqrt{g/L} \).

Foot placement in each step, required to achieve a stable gait, is taken as:

\[
u = w_0 + \frac{\dot{w}_0}{\Omega_p} \pm h_{\text{min}}
\]  

(4)

where \( w_0 \) and \( \dot{w}_0 \) are the initial displacement and velocity for the BCoM in the observed step, while \( h_{\text{min}} \) is the stability margin which is taken as positive value for the right and negative value for the left foot.

Macdonald’s modelling provided first insight into differences between a force generated by a pedestrian on a swaying bridge deck and that induced on a stationary (i.e. non-moving) surface. While the main odd harmonic components appeared in the force spectrum in both cases (three dominant harmonic components in Figure 13), the walking on the oscillating bridge generated additional harmonic components at frequencies at the distance of \( f_p \) from \( f_p \) either side of the main harmonics (thick, sideways harmonic lines in Figure 13). Among these, the harmonic that matches the natural frequency of the bridge is of most interest. This motion-induced component is known as a “self-excited force” and it is an important consequence of the interaction between the pedestrian and the swaying bridge.

![Figure 12. Pedestrian as an IPM on a swaying deck.](image)

Figure 13. Amplitude of the Fourier spectrum of the lateral force induced by a pedestrian generating the force having fundamental frequency of \( f_p = 0.9 \)Hz on a bridge oscillating laterally at frequency \( f_s = 1.11 \)Hz [45].

The experimental evidence of the existence of the self-excited force was initially provided by Pizzimenti and Ricciardelli [47] by measuring the lateral force induced by a walker on a swaying treadmill. This was furthered in a set of similar, but more comprehensive, experiments by Ingólfsson et al. [48]. The experiments involved 71 test subject and they were performed at swaying frequencies between 0.33Hz and 1.07Hz and with amplitudes between 4.5mm and 48mm. The self-excited force was split into components in phase with velocity and acceleration of the structure, and then expressed in the form of additional damping and mass. It was confirmed that pedestrians consistently input the energy into the oscillating structure. The damping component was found to be a function of vibration amplitude. Interestingly, increase in the vibration amplitude led to a decrease in negative damping, implying that there is a physical limit to the vibration instability development. As for the mass parameter, the pedestrians were observed to add mass to the system when walking at higher frequencies, while the opposite occurs for lower frequencies. Overall, the behaviour was
also amplitude dependent, adding complexity to the interaction phenomenon.

In the next step, Carroll et al. [49] looked in more detail at the mechanisms by which pedestrians balance themselves on a swaying platform. They identified two strategies that could have adverse effect on the structure. Namely, when pedestrian’s forcing frequency does not match the frequency of the structure, the gait width modulation (in itself a consequence of the foot placement strategy) results in the (previously described) motion induced force at the frequency of the structure that resonates with the structural motion. On the other hand, when pedestrian’s forcing frequency is synchronised with that of the structure, the person widens the step, which in turn leads to an increase in the GRF.

4.4.2 Vertical vibration

Inspired by progress of the modelling of pedestrians in the frontal plane, Bocian et al. [50] utilised the simplest IPM model to perform a theoretical study into the effects of the vertical vibration on pedestrian locomotion in the sagittal plane. They concluded that the GRF, once again, consists of the harmonic components routinely seen when walking over stationary surfaces as well as the motion-induced self-excited force. This force was converted into the equivalent mass and damping, to discover its potential to both add and subtract damping and mass to the structure. However, differently from the lateral direction, it was argued that the most likely effect of the interaction is a beneficial reduction in the structural vibration response. This observation is in line with qualitative observations from the field tests that pedestrians act as positive dampers when the vertical vibration is concerned [21, 51-54].

Dang [38] set to test how a vertically vibrating deck of the laboratory bridge at the University of Warwick (Figure 14) influences the pedestrian locomotion in more detail. He found that vibration of the bridge increases the intra-subject variability in most gait parameters, including the pacing frequency and confirmed the existence of the self-excited force component. This force was found to increase with an increase in the vibration level, as illustrated in Figure 15. Interestingly, for walking at the pacing frequency that matches the vibration frequency of the structure (not graphically presented in this paper), the self-excited force mainly combined with the non-stationary surface force in such a way to reduce the resulting vibration effects. This finding is in contrast with that observed on the laterally moving platform [49], and it makes adverse effects due to HSI less likely on the vertically oscillating structures.

Another interesting finding from Dang’s study is that pedestrians are less sensitive to vibrations when walking at higher pacing rates. This is intuitively expected since the characteristics of fast walking (less time spent in continuous contact of a foot with the vibrating surface, and higher body acceleration when walking fast) contribute to reduced sensitivity to deck vibration.

Dang’s study involved three test subjects and three vibration levels, and it would be of benefit to expand it on larger number of test participants and a wider range of test conditions.

5 Challenge 3: HHI

Pedestrians walking over footbridges or in offices, spectators in grandstands watching sports events, concert goers in music halls, people attending fitness classes in gyms – in all these situations people performing a dynamic action (and therefore generating a GRF) are surrounded by other people. Regardless of the other participants being friends or complete strangers, a person in any one event is likely to interact with other individuals. This interaction could be complex and is...
usually influenced by both physiological and psychological factors [55]. In those environments when people are likely to attempt to jump, bounce or dance in unison, structural designers are most concerned with ability of people to synchronise one with another, i.e. perform an activity at the same frequency and with little or no phase lag. This becomes a concern when the frequency of the crowd’s action coincides with a structural natural frequency. Therefore, the ultimate aim in the design is to ensure that high level synchronisation will not be achieved for example by ensuring that structural natural frequency is outside the vulnerable range [9], or by controlling crowd behaviour. If the crowd is composed of pedestrians on, say, footbridges then the influencing factors might change during a single crossing due to change of spatial position of the person observed, as well as those in their vicinity. Visual, tactile, aural and other stimuli all play the role in both types of settings, and they are widely researched [23]. This section will however exclusively concentrate on a brief discussion of the experiences from social science research into pedestrian dynamics that, so far, was less visible to the structural engineers.

Modelling pedestrian flows (or pedestrian dynamics) has been intensively studied in the context of safe use of critical infrastructure (such as airports, public transport stations and urban spaces) and efficient crowd management. In computational social science, the interaction between individuals is empirically observed and numerically modelled and used for understanding emerging collective behaviour [56]. In this way, complex relationships in the pedestrian flows at bottlenecks, or their special and temporal fluidity could be characterised. The lessons learnt can be implemented in say shaping of walkways in order to prevent or mitigate against potentially high levels of structural vibration [57].

A way to observe emerging crowd behaviour based on microscopic model of pedestrians is to utilise discrete element theory [20]. This theory makes use of individual characteristics of pedestrians as well as empirically observed behavioural rules to simulate movement of pedestrians in their natural environments. The factors of interest are, for example, the motivation of pedestrian to reach the intended location in planned time, and need to avoid collisions with other pedestrians and physical obstacles encountered en route. Carroll et al. [20] proposed integrating this model into simulations of the pedestrian traffic for evaluation of the vibration serviceability state of the structure and pointed out that this approach could be a powerful and cost effective tool for the design of new structures and implementation of the traffic calming measures (e.g. temporary potted threes) during exceptional, rarely occurring, events. Successful implementation of this modelling approach requires good understanding of pedestrian behaviour in the vibrating environment, including conditions that might lead to pedestrian’s step synchronisation with their neighbours or with the structure itself. Therefore, to incorporate the pedestrian flow models available in social science research requires to successfully address the second (HSI modelling) challenge presented in this paper.

6 Conclusions and recommendations for further work

This paper describes a rapid development of pedestrian modelling strategies in the structural engineering context since the start of the new millennium, also illustrated in extensive literature reviews on the subject [4, 6, 10-13]. From modelling a human dynamic force exclusively by means of the Fourier harmonic components, the modelling has since diversified to accommodate randomness in the dynamic force and include human-structure integration to the point that some of these approaches are incorporated in the contemporary design practice. In addition, considerations are also being given to the human-human interaction, and understanding to which extent this is influenced by interaction with the structure (and vice versa).

The main conclusions and pointers for further research can be summarised as follows:

- **Randomness in the human loading:** The vibration serviceability design has moved away from the design against the worst-case scenario towards a more sophisticated probabilistic approach that is more suitable for addressing the vibration serviceability state. This is especially true with respect to accurate modelling of the inter-subject variability. On the other hand, while the importance in the intra-subject variability is generally recognised, there is a need for developing appropriate design procedures that are realistically transferable to the users in the structural engineering sector.

- **Human-structure interaction (HSI):** It is recognised that the HSI plays an important role in the design of light and slender structures. Models based on body dynamics have been implemented for both the walking and bobbing activities, and the latter is an integral part of the design guidance [9]. The bipedal walking locomotion is also frequently modelled using inverted pendulum models (IPMs), for modelling HSI in both lateral and vertical directions. Both types of models (IPMs and SDOF-type models of the human body) show ability to simulate at least some aspects of the vibration responses seen in practice. There is now a need to move from qualitative to quantitative assessment of the most recent models. The emphasis should be on defining model parameters that can realistically represent population of structural users and verifying the models on full-scale structures.

- **Human-human interaction (HHI):** Great lessons can be learnt about people interacting within crowds from research on pedestrian flows from other research fields. These could be adopted for the structural engineering applications, provided new understanding on vibration influence on the human interactions is developed first.

- **Human perception and response to vibration:** While this topic has not been explicitly addressed in the paper, it is nevertheless interlinked with the first three challenges. For example, recent work [38]
demonstrated that increasing (vertical) vibration level leads to an increase in variations of parameters characterising successive walking steps. At which vibration level these changes become significant? Can they be simulated by the HSI models currently being proposed? Can a single model be used for human exposure to a range of vibration conditions? How does vibration influence HHI? These are some questions expected to be addressed by the research community over years to come, leading to a truly integrated modelling of humans on lightweight, slender structures.
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